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Teresa
Driscoll

SOWHAT I’m wondering, Teresa,” and now, gulp, Sir
Alan is staring at me. Worse – pointing that accusatory

finger. “What I’m wondering is what it is that you actually
DO?”
Am I the only one who does this? That daydream-

nightmare – sitting there, palms clammy, in The Appren-
tice boardroom…
Is it justmewho quietly imagines what it must feel like to

face the might of the Alan Sugar meltdown – this man who
has sharpened instinct to a lethal point?
And is it just me who is wondering now what on earth I

am going to do with my Wednesday evenings?
Wot, no Apprentice? The series over already?
But it can’t be, Sir Alan. “No, please. Listen. If you

would just let me explain myself…”
It’s not that I like reality TV shows. Honestly. I mean I

can see that in theory it’s all about exploitation. And
humiliation. And ratings. And rantings.
But you see the thing is, Sir Alan, it’s just so incredibly

FUNNY. And we get to see the candidates in their
bathrobes. And down the local “caff”. And we just get
hooked. Wednesday after Wednesday. And we mean to
learn from our mistakes. Wean ourselves off this stuff.
Really we do. But you’re such a good teacher, Sir Alan.
One more series? Oh, go on. Please. We won’t let you
down. You won’t regret it. One hundred and fifty per
cent…
“But I’m looking at your CV, Teresa…”
“Yes, Sir Alan.”
“And what I’m not seeing here is anything useful.”
“Useful, Sir Alan?”
“Yes – useful, Teresa. As in making money…”
“Right.”
“For instance… It says here – and do correct me if I’m

wrong. It says here – 20 years in television.”
“Yes, Sir Alan.”
“Well some of us do television in our spare bloody time,

Teresa.”
GULP.
“Well, er. Um. Yes. I suppose so, Sir Alan. But you see

the thing is…”
“And I’ve been talking to Margaret…”
Oh, please no. Not Margaret. I’ll work harder. I’ll try

harder, Sir Alan. I’ll go down a mine. Dig coal for you.
Karaoke. Anything. Just PLEASE don’t let Margaret do
that thing with her eyebrows at me…
“And Margaret tells me you seem to spend a lot of your

time these days shopping in Totnes.”
“Research, Sir Alan.”
“Research?”
And now THE WINCE. That sucking in of HIS

WHOLE FACE. “Research.” The signal that it is pretty
nigh all over and worse than that, oh give me strength,
please no. Nick is leaning in now.
“She’s a freelance, Sir Alan.”
“Oh, a freelance?” Chuckling. “That’s what they call it

these days, is it?”
And hewants to know if I know the price of lobsters. And

if I could run a laundry.
“Do that every week, Sir Alan. Two boys and a husband.

You wouldn’t believe the shirts…”
“And ice-cream,Teresa. Can youmakememoney out of

ice-cream?”
“Actually, I’m glad you askedme that. Got a great recipe

from Nigella, Sir Alan. Margarita ice-cream. Loads of
booze in it. Lethal. Reckon we canmake amint. No, really.
I was thinking, if we could just find a couple of drunks from
a pub to try it on...”
And now Nick is leaning in again.
“For the purpose of clarification, our lawyers would like

to make it very plain that those two ice-cream samplers in
the current series were not drunk… They had simply had
a very long day.”
“Yes. Right. Of course, Nick. A long day. Absolutely.My

mistake. Anything you say.”
“And what about photography, Teresa?”
“Well I’m not very technical, Sir Alan…”
“Twenty years in television and you’re telling me you’re

not very technical?”
“Well, er. Um…”
“And cooking? Could you make me money in a pub,

Teresa? Catering.”
“Cook every day, Sir Alan. Every day. Cross my heart.

And I’d just like to say that all these other candidates are
liars. Honestly. If you knew them like I know them. Behind
the scenes. LIARS AND CHEATS. Sir Alan...”
“Shut up, Teresa. “
“Yes, Sir Alan.”
Oh, do please come back very, very soon, Sir Alan.
It’s not about who wins. It’s not even about taking part.

It’s the taking a-part we will all miss…

The taking apart
is so much better
than taking part

IF YOU’RE disinclined to kit your baby
out in Sunday best for a boring old studio
portrait, you can now make a splash by

doing something completely different. An
aspiring photographer in North Cornwall
can photograph you and your baby under-
water.
Beate Rothon is the diver on the other side

of the lens, and Bubble Pixels is the company.
The service is proving increasingly popular;
she can even do video footage for those
treasured “first swim” memories.
“I first started taking underwater pho-

tographs whenmy daughter was a baby,” said
Beate, a qualified swimming instructor.
“It was very cool to get the underwater

image, and my daughter and I both still
treasure this special photo.”
The first question, surely, is: “How do they

know to hold their breath?” And the answer
is, in many cases, “automatically”. Babies
remember what it is like to be surrounded by
fluid from the womb.
That being said, some are better divers

than others, and not every baby enjoys it.
“To get the best results your baby must be

comfortable in the water, and needs to be a
confident diver,” Beate said.
“Age really doesn’t matter; the most

important thing is that the baby enjoys swim-
ming and loves being in the pool.”
Luckily Beate knows what she is on about –

for the past five years, she has run lessons in
North Cornwall for babies and toddlers.
Her swimming sessions operate under the

recently launched Starfish programme, the
Swimming Teachers Association’s water
safety programme for babies.
Like many industries, underwater pho-

tography has been revolutionised with the
advance of technology, and Beate finds that
the latest digital cameras have made these
pictures possible.
“Years ago, an underwater picture had to

be taken by a diver dressed in black, with a
mask and a huge camera with a powerful
flash. This can be a bit too much for the little
ones,” she said.
With today’s technology, Beate can be

more “relaxing and unobtrusive” than this
monster of the deep.
And the instant gratification helps, too.

Digital images can be viewed at once, so there

is no need to develop photos with perhaps a
bubble in the wrong place.
Beate said: “It is always important to work

with the baby’s needs, particularly in finding
the right time of the daywhen he or she enjoys
the water most.”
The sessions are held at Hustyns, near

Wadebridge, and other locations in North
Cornwall. Beate can be contacted on 01840
261246. More information about Bubble
Pixels can be found on the company’s web-
site, www.bubblepixels.co.uk

Capturing baby’s first
underwater adventure

Bubble Pixels can create
memorable images of babies
swimming underwater


